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Gold HITs — Human Intelligence Tasks with known answers — are commonly used to measure
worker performance and data quality in industrial applications of crowdsourcing. We suggest
adaptive exploration as a promising approach for automated, scalable Gold HIT creation. We
substantiate this with initial experiments in a stylized model.
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Crowdsourcing has become a central tool for improving the quality of search engines and many other
large-scale online services that require high quality data or labels. In this usage of crowdsourcing, a task
or parts thereof are broadcast to multiple independent, relatively inexpensive workers, and their answers are
aggregated. Automation and optimization of this process at a large scale allows to significantly reduce the
costs associated with setting up, running, and analyzing experiments that contain such tasks.1
A typical crowdsourcing workload is partitioned into HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks), where each HIT
has a specific, simple structure and involves only a small amount of work. This ensures consistency across
multiple HITs and across multiple workers.
In many scenarios the task designer would benefit greatly by using a set of Gold HITs (a.k.a. honey
pots). Gold HITs are a set of HITs where the associated answers are known in advance. They can be a very
effective mechanism to measure the performance of workers and data quality. Previous research and our
own experience have shown that task designers who use Gold HITs generally get high quality data on the
experiments.
Gold HITs are usually generated manually, typically by hired domain experts. This approach is not
scalable: it is expensive, time consuming and error prone. We believe that much more automated systems
should be available, whereby a task designer starts with a relatively small Gold HIT set for bootstrapping,
and uses the crowd to generate arbitrarily larger Gold HIT sets of high quality.
A central challenge in designing a system for automated Gold HIT creation is cost-efficient quality control. With error-prone workers, one needs to aggregate the answers of several workers to a obtain statistically
robust answer for a Gold HIT. For cost-efficiency, one needs to take into account the heterogeneity in task
difficulty and worker skills: some tasks are harder than others, and some workers are more skilled than
others. Further, some workers may be more skilled at some tasks and less skilled at others, and the skill
levels may vary over time (as a worker learns or becomes more/less motivated). In general, it is desirable to
route tasks to the right skilled workers and use less aggregation for easier tasks and more skilled workers.
The system initially has a very limited knowledge of worker skill and task difficulty, but they can be learned
over time.
We measure each solution via the trade-off between cost and quality. In particular, we would like to
obtain high quality (typically no more that 5% error relative to a panel of domain experts), while minimizing
the costs, in terms of both time and money.
Our approach: adaptive exploration. Any good solution to the above challenge should involve adaptive
HIT assignment, the assignment of HITs to workers which changes based on previous observations.2 This
raises a natural trade-off between exploration (experimentation to learn more about worker skill and task
difficulty) and exploitation: making optimal decisions based on the experimentation results available so far.
This trade-off occurs in many different scenarios, and is well-studied in Machine Learning and Operations
Research (see [4, 3, 6] for background).
In many settings, the best algorithms for explore-exploit trade-off involve adaptive exploration, where
not only the exploitation decisions, but the exploration schedule itself is adapted to the previous observations.
For example, once we are sufficiently confident that a given alternative is bad, we can give up on it early and
focus our exploration budget on more promising alternatives.
We believe that adaptive exploration is the right approach for automated Gold HIT creation. The technical challenge here is to incorporate the complexities of existing crowdsourcing scenarios, such as heterogeneity in workers/tasks and various practical and legal constraints.
1
Large-scale crowdsourcing systems is an active research area. Surveying this research is beyond the scope of this position
paper; see [7] for a forward-looking survey, and [8] for a more theoretical perspective.
2
Adaptive HIT assignment can also be useful in settings other than Gold HIT creation.
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A concrete example. To highlight the advantages of adaptive exploration, we consider a stylized model
with heterogeneity in worker quality, but not HIT difficulty. The system processes a stream of HITs one by
one. Each HIT is assigned to several workers, one by one, at unit cost per worker, until the Gold HIT answer
is generated with sufficient confidence or the system gives up. The goal is to minimize the total cost while
ensuring low error rate. For simplicity, let’s assume that each HIT requires only binary answers.
We adopt the following idea from adaptive exploration: for each worker, combine exploration and exploitation in a single numerical score, updated over time, and at each decision point choose a worker with
the highest current scores [9, 5, 2]. This score, traditionally called an index, takes into account both the
average skill observed so far (to promote exploitation) and the uncertainty from insufficient sampling (to
promote exploration). Over time, the algorithm zooms in on more skilled workers.
We use a simple algorithm which builds on the techniques from [2, 1]. For each worker i, let ti be the
number of performed HITs for which the algorithm has generated a Gold HIT answer, and say in t+
i of those
his answer coincides with the Gold HIT. If ti ≥ 1, we define this worker’s index as
INDi =

t+
1
i
+√ .
ti
ti

(Note that INDi ≤ 2.) For initialization, we set INDi = 2. At each time step, the algorithm picks a worker
with the highest index, breaking ties arbitrarily.
For each HIT, we use a simple stopping rule from[1]: given N0 “no” answers and √
N1 “yes” answers, we
stop and declare the majority answer to be the Gold HIT answer if |N0 − N1 | ≤ C N0 + N1 , i.e. if the
majority answer is significant compared to random errors. Here C is a pre-defined parameter.
Experimental setup. We use simulation parameterized by real data. We have 1, 000 workers. Each worker
generates a correct answer for each HIT independently, with some fixed probability (success rate) which
reflects his skill level. The success rate of each worker is drawn independently from a realistic “quality
distribution” Dqty .
We determined Dqty by examining a large set (> 1, 500) of real workers on Microsoft’s UHRS platform,
and computing their average success rates over several months. Thus we obtained an empirical quality
distribution, which we approximate by a low degree polynomial (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Worker quality distribution Dqty .
We compare our index-based algorithm to a naive algorithm, called Random, which assigns each HIT
to a random worker, using the same stopping rule as above. For both algorithms, we vary the parameter C
2

to obtain different cost vs. quality trade-offs. For each value of C, we compute 5K Gold HITs using each
algorithm.
The simulation results are summarized in Figure 2. The main finding is that our index-based algorithm
reduces the average cost by 35% to 50%. This suggest adaptive exploration, and particularly index-based
algorithms, as a very promising approach for automated Gold HIT creation.
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Figure 2: Simulation results.
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